
Use and Care
To keep your To Go™ containers looking its best, we recommend the following:
  Remove label and wash before use.
  To Go™ containers can be used in a microwave (without lid), refrigerator or freezer.
  For safety remove lid from container before microwaving and cover with a paper towel to prevent splatters.
  To Go™ containers are made of materials that are safe for normal household dishwashers. Be sure that the containers 
  are secured on the top rack so that they do not come in contact with the dishwasher element to avoid melting. 
  They can also be can be washed by hand in warm soapy water.
  To Go™ containers are made of materials that are safe for freezer use. Please note that plastics are less flexible when cold 
  or frozen and may break if dropped. Also note that water expands when frozen, so when filled to capacity the container 
  could expand or crack.
  To prevent staining and blistering, avoid overheating high-fat foods, sugar, oils and tomato based sauces.
  Do not use abrasive cleaners or scrubbers since they may dull the finish.
  Do not use utensils with sharp edges (i.e. knives) in the container, as they could scratch or scuff the container surface.

CAUTION: DO NOT use in a conventional oven, on a hot plate, under the grill, on the stove top or in convection microwave oven 
using convection settings.

The Sistema® To Go™ range is perfect for busy lifestyles. Convenient products designed for keeping salads, sandwiches 
and other food items fresh on the go, with multi compartments to keep ingredients separated until you are ready to eat. 

Whether you are taking lunch to the work place, to school or on trips to the park, we have everything covered for your food 
on the go needs with lunch boxes, snack pots, bowls and cutlery.
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